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Second Level Reese Library expanded

Head Librarian, Reese Library
Barbara Mann
Associate Professor

Access Services Librarian
Jalesia Horton
Instructor

Sr. Library Assistant
Aspasia Luster

Library Assistant
Lillian Wan

Library Assistant
Tina Kenyon

Library Assistant
Vacant

Library Assistant
Jessica Huey

Library Assistant
Matthew Whittington

Library Assistant
Elina Gutsaeva

Library Clerk Part-Time
Alexis Joyner

Student Assistants
Timothy Johnson

Part-Time
Vinaya Alapatt
Vacant
Jordan Herbert
Second Level Reese Library expanded

Chair, Reference and Education Services
  Fay Verburg
  Assistant Professor

Reference and Instruction Librarian
  Thomas Weeks
  Instructor

Reference and Instruction Librarian
  Vacant
  Instructor

Reference Assistant
  Jennifer Davis

Reference Assistant
  Part-time
  Musa Abuwi

Sr. Library Assistant
  David Kearns

Library Assistant
  Part-Time
  JannMarie Chandler

Student Assistant
  Part-Time
  Benjamin Evans